
 

With the help of CATT3 we introduce a new, refined and enhanced version of the tables. Nevertheless, we wanted to keep as much as possible from the previous version: comprehensibility and ease of use is given priority over "modernism" and "style". This post is about how to use CATT3 for calculations with thermodynamics tables, as well as some key points that users need to know for successful
results. We hope that our readers will find this software convenient and useful. It is based on scientific principles and scientific data. Content has been extensively revised and improved, that adds weight to the results. Database has been expanded; any comment that can improve the sheets is welcomed! As for "bugs", they are fixed only if reported by someone other than the program author.

CATT supports (among others) these features: 1. Simulation of thermodynamic tables, according to the equation of state given; 2. Simulation of energy conversion processes; 3. Computation of specific heat capacity for any given material; 4. Cylindrical shell calculations (cylinder, sphere... ); INPUT AREA (allows user to customize "thermodynamic properties" folder): 1. User can select what
particular tables need to be used, or individual tables can be selected; 2. The number of digits in the output is set according to the given order of magnitude; 3. Output format is dollar sign ($) followed by "number" (no spaces); Output format for pressure: P/MPa or lbf/in2 or bars or atm, etc. CONTENT OF THE PACKAGE: 1. Thermodynamic Tables (allows user to select the particular table, give
output format and number of digits, etc.); 2. Conversion Tables (for pressure and specific heat calculations); 3. Material Properties (for conversion tables and energy conversion processes); 4. Energy Conversion Processes (for material properties and simulations of thermodynamic tables; compression; expansion; jet; turbine; expansion; etc.; also includes such data such as specific heat capacity for
different materials with changing temperature or pressure.)

This page includes a list of problems and solutions with CATT3: 1. The script "read_thermodynamic_tables_3.py" outputs in an unusual format, when comparing to other programs for thermodynamic tables, e.g. the miccalc package. 2. The program is not suitable for compressing tables into a single file with compressing program e.g compress-arith . 3. CATT3 does not remember settings when
restarting after an interruption, e.g.: 4. The program may crash immediately when starting up for the first time if your computer is very slow or overloaded by many programs at once (e.g.: 5 The script "read_thermodynamic_tables_3.
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